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(+61)296013295 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/Golden-Rose-Chinese-
Restaurant/104716589592534

Here you can find the menu of Golden Rose Chinese Restaurant in MOOREBANK. At the moment, there are 24
dishes and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about

Golden Rose Chinese Restaurant:
Ventured out to Golden Rose for a sister date tonight and had such a lovely time. Staff were attentive and

courteous opening the door for us on arrival and dishing out individual serves of duck pancakes and rice, I could
not fault them. Our mains were just as delicious as our starters and their lemon lime and bitters were on point.
Shout out to our waiter Howard, thanks for the banter and incredibly accurate fortune... read more. In beautiful

weather you can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with
wheelchairs or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Golden Rose Chinese Restaurant:

We went had takeaway. Service was excellent! The food was good as usual!. The nice guys have me a free
bottle of sunkist which as nice! We liked their food.We had fried rice - excellent Szcheuan chicken - beyond
excellentCrispy skin chicken with ginger and shallots - no words to describe how good that was. (If you are

reading this I recommend this dish!!!!)BBQ pork in plum sauce - bit of a let down...it was a little... read more. The
Golden Rose Chinese Restaurant in MOOREBANK dishes out various fine seafood menus, on the menu there
are also a lot of Asian menus. Look forward to the enjoyment of fine vegetarian meals, The inventive fusion of

different dishes with fresh and occasionally daring ingredients is highly valued by the visitors - a good example of
Asian Fusion.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

�tra�
GINGER

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

Rei� Sp�ialitäte�
BOILED RICE

Chinesisch� Küch�
SZECHUAN CHICKEN

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
FORTUNE COOKIES

Beverage�
SUNKIST

Slushe�
LIME

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

SOUP

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
VEGETABLES

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

HONEY

PORK MEAT

DUCK
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 11:30-14:30
Monday 11:30-14:30
Tuesday 11:30-14:30
Wednesday 11:30-14:30
Thursday 11:30-14:30
Friday 17:00-11:00
Saturday 17:00-11:00
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